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Figure 11. Percentage of data exhibiting a typical TNTI fractal di-
mension conditioned on different TI level (a), mean wind speeds
(b), and shear (c).

for the lidar measurements (Fig. 12 (c-e)). For more extreme
heights, the fractal dimension tends to be closer to the typical
TNTI fractal dimension of 0.36. However, a broader distribu-
tion and shifts towards higher and lower fractal dimensions
can be observed. 5

The propeller measurements at Cabauw show only few
events with a slightly towards lower values shifted fractal di-
mensions (Fig. 12 (b)). The results at 20m are questionable
and might be effected by ground structures.

In contrast to the other data sets, the best values for 10

the Cabauw Lidar ZP are obtained for 10m with 0.2± 0.1
(Fig. 12 (c)). The peak of the fractal dimension gets more
smeared out as the heights increase.

The results from Cabauw Lidar ZX show a consistent trend
from which only the low altitude deviates (Fig. 12 (d)). With 15

increasing height the peak of the fractal dimension becomes
narrower and is shifted towards lower fractal dimensions
from 0.56 at 38m to 0.43 at 299m.

Also the results from Borssele show a consistent picture
with clearer and more frequent fractal structures at higher 20

altitudes (Fig. 12 (e)). However, the fractal dimension peak
is at 0.46 and hence higher than the expected typical TNTI
fractal dimension of 0.36.

For all sites and data sets it can be recognized, that the
probability of the typical TNTI fractal dimension (0.324≥ 25

Df ≤ 0.396) increases with height (Fig. 13). The obtained
probabilities depend on sites and measurement methods. The
FINO1 data set shows the highest ratio of typical TNTI frac-
tal dimension. For the Cabauw site the dependence on differ-
ent measurement methods or, respectively, time resolution of 30

the measurements, is seen.

5 Discussion

A frequent presence of the turbulent/non-turbulent interface
(TNTI) in the atmospheric data is observed. A clear accu-
mulation of the fractal dimension of this TNTI around 0.36 35

is found, for the most reliable data set FINO1 with a high
temporal resolution and a long observation period. To our
interpretation this is in astonishing good agreement with ex-
periments in the laboratory (see de Silva et al. (2013)).

If investigating the individual sections of a data set, fractal- 40

ity (self similarity) on different scales can be observed. The
box counting approach showed mainly three different slopes,
1 for fully turbulent flow, 0.36 for the TNTI, and 0 for fully
laminar flow (Fig. 6). The slopes are not necessary constant
on different scales. Different slopes on different scale ranges 45

can be present (see also Sreenivasan and Meneveau (1986)).
When conditioning on the fit quality by the residual stan-
dard error, mostly the typical TNTI fractal dimension of 0.36
is observed (Fig. 10). By this approach only fractal dimen-
sions with a constant fractality over the investigated scales 50

(two decades) are considered. If the fractality changes over
the investigated scales, the fractal dimensions are neglected.


